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1 Introduction

Aim To compare various methods for obtaining citation counts

Objectives To compare:

• Web of Science and Google Scholar as sources of citation informa-
tion

• To examine the influence of article characteristics on any differ-
ences found

There are three main sources of citation information: ISI which is usually
accessed via Web of Science, Scopus and Google Scholar. This document
compares ISI with Google Scholar.

Increasing interest in using citation counts as a proxy for scientific produc-
tivity and impact has also been followed by examination of the properties of
the competing sources of that information.
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2 Methods

I will compare two of the sources: ISI which is a commercial product and
Google Scholar which is freely available. Although free it is not open source
and the coverage, updating frequency and algorithms used are not pub-
lished. I accessed ISI via two proprietary products: Web of Science and
ResearcherID. I accessed Google Scholar via the free software Publish or
Perish available from http://www.harzing.com/pop.htm and also directly.

I accessed the sources in July 2010 and searched for articles bearing my name
or articles for which I am a member of a corporate group.

I modelled the log of the ratio of citations from the two sources using study
field (mental health, neurology, other health), study type (survey, cohort,
systematic review, collaborative reanalysis, trial, experiment, measurement)
and age (number of years since publication, zero equals 2010) as covariates.
The choice of study field is in some cases quite arbitrary. I have included
studies on dementia as mental health and studies on stroke as neurology.
Both of these choices could be argued. Some things are difficult to classify,
sleep for example, and I have classified these according to overall study aim.

For articles with small numbers of citations the ratio is not very stable and
probably not very interesting either so for my analyses I restricted to those
cited at least five times according to both ISI and Google Scholar. This also
removes the influence of articles which for one reason or another cannot be
found in one database.

3 Results

4 The data

Figure 1 shows that overall Google Scholar returns more citations and that
this effect is more pronounced for more recent articles at least for mental
health and neurology.

4.1 Modelling

The effects shown in Figure 1 can be confirmed by formal modelling using lin-
ear regression. I did not weight the studies although ratios based on smaller
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Figure 1: Ratio (on log scale) of Google Scholar citations to ISI citations by
age of publication. The solid horizontal line represents equality, the dashed
line the over all mean

numbers would be more variable.

Coeff SE cib ciub
mental health 0.645 0.073 0.501 0.789
mental health:age -0.028 0.004 -0.037 -0.019
neurology 0.834 0.218 0.401 1.266
neurology:age -0.044 0.014 -0.072 -0.016
other health 0.486 0.127 0.235 0.738
other health:age -0.002 0.011 -0.024 0.019

Table 1: Coefficients from linear regression showing separate intercepts and
slopes for the three study fields.

Study type does not seem to have any influence on the ratio and was removed
from the model. There is evidence of an interaction between study field and
years since publication and the final model chosen has separate intercepts
and slopes for each study field. Results of the modelling are shown in Table
1. So for example the estimated log ratio for a mental health article of age
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zero is 0.645 and it declines each year by 0.028.

There was no evidence of non–linearity in additional models fitted using
fractional polynomials (Royston and Altman, 1994). Diagnostics reveal no
unusual features.

4.2 Article retrieval

Not all papers can be retrieved.

Difficulties with ResearcherID

For instance Elkan et al. (2000) is not indexed in Web of Science under my
name although it is indexed under the first author’s name. I am an author,
a fact which can be checked on the HTA website, but this article cannot be
linked to my name in ResearcherID. There are a number of other examples
which have in common that the View record field in Web of Science is not
available. They amount to about 5% of the articles which I have co–authored.

Difficulties with Google Scholar

Google Scholar relies on Google’s search and can only find what it can recog-
nise. Some issues are that articles may have their author lists truncated (at
either end), the end of the author list may be seen as the start of the title,
the year of publication may be incorrect (for some reason an issue for me
with Psychological Medicine).

Group authorship

Neither system deals with corporate authors without some manual assistance.
Once found they can be added to ResearcherID. They have to be found
separately in Google Scholar each time.

Variant forms

Both systems sometimes find the same article under different variants of the
citation. In Web of Science this may reflect failures by original authors to
cite the article correctly. Google scholar relies on automatic methods and
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these give rise to other problems. One thing which is quite common is for
corporate authors to be seen as part of the title perhaps because they do not
look like human author names. For instance Leonardi-Bee et al. (2005) is
found 71 times with a correct citation, 14 with the corporate author as the
first part of the title and a further twice.

4.3 Which papers stand out?

Table 2 shows the ten articles with the largest residual from the model but
showing only those from the last ten years. Using the model residual to select
means that the effect of article age can be removed, these are not the articles
with the largest ratio.

Article ISI Google log ratio residual
Walker et al. (2004) 24 53 0.79 0.22
Chilvers et al. (2001) 93 172 0.61 0.22
Siriwardena et al. (2002) 19 39 0.72 0.25
Dias et al. (2008) 5 12 0.88 0.29
Elkan et al. (2000) 62 135 0.78 0.31
Kendrick et al. (2000) 39 90 0.84 0.37
Castro-Costa et al. (2007) 7 18 0.94 0.38
Rodriguez et al. (2008) 8 27 1.22 0.63
Elkan et al. (2001) 73 233 1.16 0.69
McDougall et al. (2007) 5 19 1.34 0.77

Table 2: The ten articles with the largest residuals from the model from the
last ten years

Coverage

Some of the differences may be due to different coverage. Google Scholar
also counts citations from books and reports but my impression is that many
of the extra citations are from journals which ISI does not search.

Citations from books and reports are found by Google Scholar. For instance
Walker et al. (2004) is cited in various guidelines and ISI finds about half as
many as Google Scholar as they are not all journal publicatons.

Google Scholar seems to find more language other than English citations. For
instance it finds citations in at least seven other languages for Walker et al.
(2004) although my impression is that some of these may be translations of
an original.
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Google Scholar clearly does limit the scope of the search. For instance I have
all my publications listed on my web page but these are not found by Google
Scholar.

The h–index

A scientist has index h if h of his or her Np papers have at least h citations
each, and the other (Np − h) papers have at most h citations each (Hirsch,
2005),

Calculating these from the various sources gives different values as shown in
Table 3.

Method h

ResearcherID 41
Plus manual searches using Web of Science 42

Publish or Perish 46
Plus manual search fro group authroship 48

Table 3: My h–index according to various sources of citation counts

I conclude that the idea of a single h–index is difficult to maintain.

5 Discussion

Much of what I have found concords with previous work. A summary can
be found in Harzing and van der Wal (2008) and I shall not repeat it here.
Finding more in Google Scholar is well known my results are different from
the suggestion that the effect is greater in social science but not found in
natural and health sciences (Harzing and van der Wal, 2008).

My impression looking at the ten articles with the largest residuals from
the model is that these include some of the articles which I would have
expected to have the greatest policy implications. There is no very good
way of measuring this but Elkan et al. (2000, 2001); Kendrick et al. (2000)
all came from a review of the evidence base for domicilary health visiting,
a topic of considerable policy interest at the time, Walker et al. (2004) is a
review relevant to community therapy services for stroke and Chilvers et al.
(2001); Siriwardena et al. (2002); Dias et al. (2008) are all trials in areas where
the evidence base was quite limited at the time, primary care treatment of
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depression, educational interventions for prescribing, and dementia care in
low and middle income countries respectively. If this is a more general finding
then using ISI leads to a bias against such articles.
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